


Norbert Geelen is regarded as a unique thinker in 

furniture designing industry. 

He was endowed with talent to penetrate into the 

nature of substance, which inspired him to design a 

collection suitable for many scenarios. 

Simple space with boundless possibility 



German Classic Design， an expression of noble elegance 



A chair for every office 













Uni_verso  

• Uni_verso means overall ; the universe series biggest characteristic is the whole series, it also is 

a module system for almost all spaces. 

• Uni_verso is not only the first product which simple composition defines the family series, but 

the clever design of the modular series through main components of wood and plastic, which 

can be matched to different frameworks to create a rich product series. 



Customized Comfort 
Every component and overall design is aimed at the healthiest sitting posture. 

BASF chair-body 
The plastic used on the body of Uni_verso is called –Ultramid, 
a special material co-created by BASF and Designfabrik. This 
engineering plastic features high tenacity and strength and 
contributes to the firm and safe nature of the elegantly slim 
Uni_verso chair. 
 
Ergonomic design 
The seat shell’s design is invitingly open. At the same time, 
the molding formed parts exude a sense of well-being and 
protection. The slender waist is a real eye-catcher, even more 
emphasized by the transition of texturedand non-textured 
surfaces . 
 
Unique “smile” design 
It helps to get rid of heat and makes it easier to move it and 
place it. 
 
Fireproof 
It meets European standard, DIN EN 1021 part1 and part2, 
and British standard BS 5852 crib5. 
 
Sanitation and cleaning 
Ultramid® plastics endures no more than 60℃ water， and 
detergent and sanitizer. It meets the requirements of 
hospitals in terms of sanitation and infection prevention. 

 



One collection, infinite fun 

Style 

Chair with no arm, chair with no arm and can be stacked, 

arm chair, arm chair that can be stacked, swivel chair with 

footpad or wheels, bench 

 

Shell material 

plastics, wood 

 

Shell color 

7 plastics colors, 2 laminated plate surface, 3 high-end 

veneer surface 

 

Surface 

cloth seat, cloth cushion, cloth chair 

 

Frame material 

steel, wood 

 

Leg style 

4-leg, cross leg, pyramid-leg, “arc-shaped” shape, 5-wheel 

mecanum wheels, bench, wood 

Supporting parts 

Writing plate, hanging connecting part , bench frame row 

number, chair back seat number 

Chair back 

seat number 

Supporting parts:  

Bench frame 

row number 

connecting 

part 

Writing 

board 
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